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backdrop Scenery hung at back of stage.
The rolling hills that backdropped our camp.

background Form a background to.
The embassy filled him in on the background of the incident.

circumstance The set of facts or circumstances that surround a situation or event.
We wanted to marry but circumstances didn t permit.

circumstances
Your overall circumstances or condition in life including everything that
happens to you.
He found himself in straitened circumstances.

condition Apply a conditioner to the hair.
She was in a serious condition.

context
The parts of something written or spoken that immediately precede and
follow a word or passage and clarify its meaning.
The historical context.

contextual
Depending on the preceding or following parts of a text to clarify meaning.
They have limited practice in working out the meaning of unfamiliar
material from contextual clues.

diorama A miniature film set used for special effects or animation.

elemental Related to or embodying the powers of nature.
Gods and elementals looked out upon the worshippers.

environment The setting or conditions in which a particular activity is carried on.
A parliamentary environment committee.

environmental Relating to or arising from a person’s surroundings.
Environmental noise.

equivocally In an ambiguous manner.

landscape Do landscape gardening.
We changed the landscape for solving the problem of payroll inequity.
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liquefaction The process of making something, especially a gas, liquid.
A gas liquefaction plant.

locale The scene of any event or action (especially the place of a meeting.
Her summers were spent in a variety of exotic locales.

milieu The environmental condition.
Gregory came from the same aristocratic milieu as Sidonius.

palimpsest
A manuscript (usually written on papyrus or parchment) on which more
than one text has been written with the earlier writing incompletely
erased and still visible.
Sutton Place is a palimpsest of the taste of successive owners.

panorama The visual percept of a region.
The tower offers a wonderful panorama of Prague.

prerequisite Required as a prior condition.
The student must have the prerequisite skills.

readjust Adjust anew.
I readjusted the rear view mirror.

scene The pieces of scenery used in a play or opera.
The police returned to the scene of the crime.

scenery
The painted background used to represent natural features or other
surroundings on a theatre stage or film set.
They worked all night painting the scenery.

setting A piece of vocal or choral music composed for particular words.
A garnet in a heavy gold setting.

surrounding Closely encircling.
Cardiff and the surrounding area.

surroundings The environmental condition.
I took up the time admiring my surroundings.

tenth A tenth part one part in ten equal parts.

term Give a descriptive name to call by a specified term.
He could only be dealt with on his own terms.

unsanitary Not sanitary or healthful.
Unsanitary open sewers.

vista The visual percept of a region.
Sweeping lawns and landscaped vistas.

workplace A place where work is done.
Workplace nurseries.
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